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Introduction
The What’s Next For Content-Led Marketing survey was conducted by the World Media Group, a
strategic alliance of the world’s leading media brands committed to promoting award-winning journalism
and the role of international media. This is an annual Report, designed to explore how international
content-led marketing strategies are adapting to new challenges and opportunities. This 2021 Survey
looks back over a particularly challenging year for the world and so we have asked questions to explore
the impact of the pandemic on advertising investment and how brands will adapt their storytelling.
Responses to the survey affirm that the crises of 2020 and the resultant economic challenges are having
an impact on overall advertising budgets, but there is room for cautious optimism for the proportion
of budgets allocated to content-led communications. Brands will be focusing investment on safe
environments, with their own channels and trusted digital media environments likely to receive more
investment. “Trusted” media environments are seen by the majority of our respondents as an important
factor in ensuring brand safety – using the voice of the experts and positioning brand storytelling within
an authoritative journalistic environment are seen as the most important factors for ensuring the impact
and effectiveness of brand communications on ESG [Environmental & Social Governance] issues. 71%
believe that credible and authentic storytelling relating to ESG issues provides a competitive advantage.
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About the World Media Group
The World Media Group is an alliance of leading international media organisations that connects
brands with highly engaged, influential audiences in the context of trusted and renowned journalism.
Our members share the same values and principles, and we promote their many synergies whilst
championing the role of trusted international media. www.world-media-group.com

About the World Media Awards
Organised by the World Media Group, the World Media Awards celebrate the creativity and
effectiveness of cross-platform, cross-border, content-driven advertising. With an independent jury of
international brand and agency leaders and content publishers, the Awards are recognised by the WARC
Media 100. Our co-chairs for the 2021 Awards are Fabio Mancone, Chief Branding Officer and Partner
at Lombard Odier Group, and Shula Sinclair, Global Head of Strategy for Spark Foundry.
www.world-media-group.com/Awards
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Methodology & Respondent Profile
The Survey was circulated between 11 January and 19 February 2021 to advertisers, media owners, and
agencies with international communication remits, and promoted via the World Media Group’s social
media channels. 325 responses were received, with 80% of delegates having worked on content-led
campaigns designed to target multiple countries and with global responsibility.

In which of the following regions are you involved / responsible for making decisions

Europe

89%

USA & Canada

40%

Middle
East

Asia

35%

29%

Africa

22%
South America

19%

Australasia

21%

Our respondents work across the buy-and-sell-side in international advertising and represent marketing budgets for
a broad range of business sectors.

60

Advertisers

70

Consultancies
/Other

95

Media Brands

100

Agencies
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Which broad business sectors do you / your clients work in?
30%

Automotive

29%

Energy

42%

Financial
29%

FMCG

30%

Media & Entertainment
26%

Government/education

40%

Technology & Telecoms
34%

Luxury & lifestyle

33%

Travel & tourism
Primary industry /
manufacturing

12%
26%

Professional / business/ consultancy services
Other

9%

What proportion of campaigns you work on include a branded content components?

1%
0%

21%

28%

20%

19%

1-25%

26-50%

51-75%

76-100%
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AN OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK FOR CONTENT MARKETING BUDGETS
Broadly there is agreement between advertisers and the media owners, agencies, and consultants who
work with them on what happened to budgets in 2020. There is a slight divergence of expectation
for 2021 – unsurprisingly advertisers have more certainty, and this certainty unfortunately suggested
reduced budgets overall. However, a higher number of advertisers expect the proportion of budget
allocated to content-led communication to increase or stay the same in 2021 versus who experienced
an increase in this allocation in 2020.

What has happened to your / your clients’ advertising /communications budget?

Agencies, media owners,
consultancies

Advertisers

Overall Budget
2020

2021

2020

2021

Increased

15%

11%

14%

21%

Stayed the same

29%

38%

18%

26%

Decreased

54%

40%

57%

16%

Uncertain / decision delayed

2%

11%

11%

37%

Agencies, media owners,
consultancies

Advertisers

Proportion on content-led advertising
2020

2021

2020

2021

Increased

23%

18%

24%

30%

Stayed the same

32%

40%

23%

26%

Decreased

43%

31%

42%

9%

Uncertain / decision delayed

2%

11%

11%

36%
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When asked what platforms they expect to see benefit from investment to share or amplify brand
storytelling in 2021, all respondents agreed that the three key areas for investment would be the brand’s
own channels, trusted digital media channels, and paid social media channels. Advertiser respondents
suggested that most investment will go to the brand’s own channels, closely followed by paid social
media channels. Agencies, media owners, and consultants all suggested the greatest investment in
trusted digital media platforms, with agencies and media owners putting paid social media platforms in
second place, and consultants favouring the brand’s own channels just slightly over paid social media
platforms. Other platforms listed by our respondents included: podcasts, radio, PR, virtual events,
existing sponsorships, and OOH.

Which platforms are you / your clients planning to invest in to share or amplify brand storytelling in 2021?
Please tick as many as apply.
97%

87%
84%

83%
80%

76%

70%

70%
65%

67%

59%
52%

52%

40%
37%
31%
26%

27%

28%

30%

7%
2%

Brands’s own
channel
Advertisers
Agencies
Media Owners
Consultants / Other

Trusted digital
media channels

Trusted print
media channels

Trusted broadcast
channels

Paid social media
channels

Other

5%

3%
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THE IMPACT ON BRAND SAFETY
Given the social impact of the pandemic and the increasing potential for fake news to impact on how
the world tackles it, plus the growing focus of media editorial on sensitive and important issues around
diversity and inclusion, we asked respondents how this might have had an impact on approaches to
brand safety. Just over 50% of advertisers said that the crises have not had an impact on approaches
to brand safety – but with one respondent adding the comment that “we have maintained a very high
bar for brand safety” this need not suggest complacency, it could suggest a continued focus. 50%
of our respondents aligned on the intention to invest more in trusted media environments, and 25%
are reassessing keyword blocking to ensure continued investment in sensitive but trusted media
environments.

How have the crises changed your approach to brand safety?
Please tick all the statements that apply.
All
Respondents

Advertisers

Media Owner,
Agency &
Consultant
Respondents

We are investing more in trusted media environments

50%

37%

54%

The crises have not had an impact on our approach to
brand safety

37%

52%

33%

We are reassessing keyword blocking to ensure that
we are still investing in sensitive but trusted media
environments

25%

22%

26%

We are investing more in keyword blocking technologies

15%

13%

16%

Other

8%

6%

8.5%

Comments from our media owner and agency respondents who ticked the “other” box
suggest that this continues to be a contentious issue…

“We are spray painting
thoughtlessly”
Agency

“I am a publisher. Big clients [mainly
through agencies] have blanket
keyword lists that hurt publishers.
It is still a blunt, opaque instrument for
many”

“More e-commerce
at any cost – brand safety is
still important but willing to
turn a blind eye if
ROI is positive”

Media owner

Media owner
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AN INCREASED FOCUS ON SOCIAL GOOD
We were interested to find out how the crises of 2020 have impacted on creative strategy and contentled communication. 84% of respondents believe that it is now more important and effective for brands
to align themselves with social issues and messaging – and this figure is consistent across all types of
respondent. 80% of advertisers confirmed that their organisation was committed to working towards
the UN Sustainable Development Goals and / or is actively pursuing an ESG [Environmental-SocialGovernance] focused strategy. 63% of our media owner, agency, and consultant respondents are seeing
an increase in demand for creative solutions that communicate the client’s approach to meeting ESG
goals. 53% of advertisers are leading with ESG strategy in marketing communications to consumers, whilst
24% are planning to. 32% are leading with ESG strategy in marketing communications to investors and
policy decision-makers, whilst 18% are planning to. 71% of advertisers believe that brands which are able
to lead with credible and authentic storytelling related to ESG issues have a competitive advantage.

84%

of respondents believe brands
should align with social issues and
messaging

71%

of advertisers believe that credible
and authentic storytelling related to
ESG issues provides a competitive
advantage

If, as these statistics imply, brands are going to lead strongly on ESG, how can brands and their media
owner and agency teams add impact and effectiveness to storytelling on these issues? For advertisers,
it’s about using the voice of experts and having consistent communications across multiple channels.
47% also believe that brand storytelling should be positioned within an authoritative journalistic
environment – this is the primary factor for media owners, agencies, and consultants, with 71% citing
this as an important factor.

Which of the following factors do you believe add impact
and effectiveness to brand storytelling around ESG issues
for international audiences.
Please tick as many as apply.

All
Respondents

Advertisers

Media Owner,
Agency &
Consultant
Respondents

Using the voice of experts

67%

74%

67%

Positioning brand storytelling within an authoritative
journalistic environment

66%

47%

71%

Consistent communication across multiple channels

57%

68%

55%

Developing local messaging for different markets

40%

53%

37%

Creating and managing an open conversation with
your audience

39%

38%

39%

Using the voice of popular influencers

21%

24%

21%

Other

9%

24%

7%

All respondents were keen to add comments to their answer to stress the importance of being authentic
as a brand when communicating around ESG issues – the need to “have real proof points of real world
actions in this space, eg: demonstrating it’s not just a campaign”, “the real area of importance with ESG
is actually having something to talk about and doing it well, not pushing out content on a hot topic
because everyone else is”.
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Exciting trends in content-led marketing
Asked to predict the most exciting trends in content-led marketing over the next two years, our
respondents provided a fairly balanced mix of forecasts around tech platforms, formats, and creative
approach. The most frequently cited trend was the continuing growth of podcasts and audio formats.
Clubhouse and the rise of other online communities were mentioned – how can brands make a play in
this space? The pandemic has seen events of all kinds shift online and respondents envisage a continued
exploration of brand activations in this space. And there was a divergence of opinion with respondents
mentioning the need to “humanify” marketing and make it more personal, and others mentioning AI
generated content.

With the rise of more online communities such as
Clubhouse, how can brands make a play in this space?

Who will survive with all the content created? Will the simple and
direct purchase-driven approach face a resurrection soon?

Greater use of audio

Short content, experts, get straight the point, answer
questions – perhaps from an engaged audience
Interactivity and customer pull Humanify
Use of technology to scale marketing: making
the content
Creating rich and valued content is what enables brands
to become more relevant for people, and actually provide
better and more valuable experiences

it personal, more
videos and lives

New channels providing new opportunities for consumption/distribution [eg: gaming] and an increased
desire from consumes to pay subscriptions for creators/businesses to produce new content

Podcast series, virtual
events brand activations

AR will be huge

Finally clients / brands embracing podcast solutions; returning
to more trusted media; less blindly reliant on social media

BRANDFORMANCE – generating content at scale and generating
native content that feels with the look and feel of websites

Editorial alignment, interactivity, 360 bespoke solutions

Two way comms and interactive content – this helps to make the message more relevant and gets better cut through as a result

Influencer and social led campaigns
Sustainability

form brand initiated content [eg:
Creator led campaigns Long
documentaries] on VOD platforms, social media

first news and journalism
Creating content programmes ahead of COP26 and
focus on environmental issues and solutions to 2030 Potentially e-commerce within social

Going live with video and seminars and the growth and testing of AI powered content
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and the role of international media. This is an annual Report, designed to explore how international
content-led marketing strategies are adapting to new challenges and opportunities. This 2021 Survey
looks back over a particularly challenging year for the world and so we have asked questions to explore
the impact of the pandemic on advertising investment and how brands will adapt their storytelling.
Responses to the survey affirm that the crises of 2021 and the resultant economic challenges is having
an impact on overall advertising budgets, but there is room for cautious optimism for the proportion
of budgets allocated to content-led communications. Brands will be focusing investment on safe
environments, with their own channels and trusted digital media environments likely to receive more
investment. “Trusted” media environments are seen by the majority of our respondents as an important
factor in ensuring brand safety – and positioning brand storytelling within an authoritative journalistic
environment is seen as the most important factor for ensuring the impact and effectiveness of brand
communications on ESG [Environmental & Social Governance] issues.
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media channels. 325 responses were received, with 80% of delegates having worked on content-led
campaigns designed to target multiple countries and with global responsibility.

